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Cell Immortalization Service Requisition Form
(Please fill out the form and fax it to 1-323-978-5598 or email it to inquiry@accegen.com)

Date Contact Person
Organization Email Address
Phone Number

Cell Line
Name

Species ☐ Human ☐ Mouse ☐ Other

Cell Type ☐ ESC/iPSC ☐ Fibroblast ☐ Other
☐ Suspension ☐ Adherent

Method ☐ SV40 ☐ hTERT ☐Other

Can the cells be passaged?
☐Yes (if yes, how many passages can be performed?)
☐No

Additional information
1. If applicable, please provide additional information, such as origin of the cells (e.g., skin
biopsy), morphology under microscope, growth, etc.

2. Please provide information on whether the cell line has been genetically modified. If so, what
is the modification method (e.g., lentiviral vector)?

3. Are they adherent or suspension cells in culture? ☐ Adherent ☐ Suspension
4. Have you previously transfected these cells? ☐ Yes (if yes, efficiency %) ☐ No
5. Can cells be expanded from a single cell?
☐ Yes (if yes, how long from one cell to 5000) ☐ No

6. Donor information ☐Single donor ☐Mixed donor
7. Culture conditions (attach additional sheet if necessary):
Type of culture medium (please ship some medium and growth factors with the cells if specific
culture medium is needed)
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8. Is surface treatment required for the culture dish?
☐Yes (Please illustrate) ☐No
9. How often do you split cells?
Split ratio Split instructions

Shipping samples
1. Pathogen Test (Required):
• Cells must be recently tested with NEGATIVE result for mycoplasma and all pathogens. Send
AcceGen pathogen test results performed to inquiry@accegen.com.

2. Cell Preparation
• Ship 2 million frozen cells in cryovials at least.
• Provide enough media for 2-4 weeks of culturing.

3. Shipping Instructions
• Wrap frozen cells with absorbent material to keep them from moving and to provide insulation.
• Pack frozen cells securely in liquid nitrogen.
• Label, and ship FEDEX OVERNIGHT to AcceGen.
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